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Message from TARA Chairman
On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Tanzania Roads Association (TARA), it is my
pleasure to welcome all stakeholders in the roads sector to TARA Weekly Bulletin. This is one
of the tools established to facilitate sharing information, experiences, technology and best
practices to our members and other stakeholders within the road transport sector. I take this
opportunity to sincerely thank you all our members and stakeholders who have been participating
and supporting TARA and I warmly welcome you to continue reading our weekly bulletin.
Mr. Joseph O. Haule, TARA Chairman

Regional Seminar and Course on Road Asset Management for
Senior Executives and Decision Makers;
Arusha International Conference Centre (AICC), Arusha, Tanzania, 6th - 11th June 2022
The Tanzania Roads Association (TARA) which is also a National Committee of the World Road
Association for Tanzania in collaboration with the Tanzania Transportation Technology Transfer
(TanT2) Centre and TANROADS under the Ministry of Works and Transport in Tanzania,
Tanzania Rural and Urban Roads Agency (TARURA), the International Road Federation (IRF)
Geneva, the World Road Association (PIARC), the African Road Maintenance Funds Association
(ARMFA), the Association of Southern African National Roads Agencies (ASANRA) and other
local and international institutions is organizing a 5 days Course on Road Asset Management
for Senior Executives to be held at Arusha International Conference Centre (AICC), Arusha,
Tanzania from 6th - 10th June 2022 followed by a 1 day Regional Seminar on Road Asset
Management for Decision Makers to be held at the same venue AICC, Arusha, Tanzania on 11th
June 2022.
This course offers a total of 40 hours [over five days] professional and
practical oriented training. This course focuses on the concepts of road
asset management systems and is custom tailored for CEOs, executive
directors, assistant directors, Managers and senior staffs in the broad
practice of managing road assets. The last 1 day will focus on seminar
style for decision-makers. Subsequently, the course will offer more
practical technical examples (and/or case studies) will be drawn from
data from actual road agencies case studies to support assimilation of
the concepts
The Lead Resource Person for the Seminar and Course is Prof. Donath Mrawira, Ph.D., P.Eng,
Chief Executive Officer of Canitan Engineering Group (T) limited and a Senior Partner of 4M Global
Inc. of Canada. Prof. Mrawira is renowned international expert in road asset management systems,
Transportation & Infrastructure assets, development & management.
Register online at: https://www.tara.or.tz/seminar-and-course-registration-june06-11
For more information please visit TARA Website at: https://tara.or.tz/ or
https://www.tara.or.tz/regional-seminar-coursejune06 or contact The Honorary Secretary, Tanzania
Roads Association (TARA) Tel. +255 754362157 or +255 789242112, +255 753 246 763. E-mail:
info@tara.or.tz; with a copy to hbishanga@yahoo.com, fabianlaurent05@gmail.com and
aaawadh@yahoo.com
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ITS Australia Summit 2022 in Brisbane will feature a strong industry program over 3 days

driven by abstract submissions & invited keynote presentations, and will include technical tours &
demonstrations, cutting edge industry exhibition, workshops, panel discussions, and an exciting
social
program.
As Australia's leading transport technology event, Summit will demonstrate new insights and
initiatives that will determine our path toward an accessible and automated future transport
network.
Sponsorship & Exhibition Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Develop new sales leads
Powerful brand and content marketing
Attendee engagement
Build trust, influence and increase your network

Please email us to request the Sponsorship Prospectus.
For more information please visit: Get Ready for Summit 2022 – Early Bird Registration Open
Now (mailchi.mp)
Register online at: ITS Australia Summit 2022 (delegateconnect.co)

Overview

Organised by the International Road Federation together with the Qatar Transportation and Traffic Safety
Centre (University of Qatar), with support from Khatib&Alami, this three-day course will look at an introduction
to Crash Investigation. The course will take place in person at Qatar University.
Attendees are taught the importance of crash investigation and its impact on road safety. A range of stakeholders will
benefit from this program as it exposes them to various issues related to crash causation, crash investigation and the
implementation of remedial interventions to minimize crash risks. The program is intended to expose investigators
to the intricacies of crash investigation as a highly specialized field of forensics. The following stakeholders will
benefit from this program:
• Police crash investigators
• Road technicians
• Road safety practitioners
• Transportation engineers
• Accidentologists
This short learning programme will be followed up with a more advanced Applied Crash Investigation
Programme that will focus on various issues to enhance the skills of crash investigators. It will introduce additional
methodologies to allow Qatar to effectively deal with road crash risks and to ensure that fatality rates are minimized.

Learning Outcomes

Understand the importance of effective crash investigation and its impact on road safety.
• To introduce the field of post-crash investigation methodologies.
• To assist investigators to identify evidence from the roadway that will assist with determining
the factors that contributed to the crash.
• To assist investigators to identify evidence from vehicles that could have contributed to the
crash.
• To use various formulas to determine minimum speed.
• To use formulas for vehicle throws and falls.
• To commence with formulas that deal with time and distance issues.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
REGISTER NOW
For more information please visit: Professional Training Course: Introduction to Crash Investigation International Road Federation (IRF ) (irfnet.ch)

The International Road Federation In
association with

SOUTH AFRICAN ROAD
FEDERATION
Presents a 3 day VIRTUAL course (11-13 April 2022)
Dealing with
TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDIES: A COMPLETE STEP
BY STEP TRAINING COURSE ON HOW TO
PREPARE TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDIES

ABOUT THE COURSE
Traffic Impact Studies (TIS’s) or Traffic Impact Assessments
(TIA’s) are critical components that are required for land use
planning and land development. Despite the popularity of
traffic impact assessments being synonymous with land use
development, they are also required when changes to the
transport system is being carried out (such as road closures,
pedestrianisation of roads, special events, etc.). Currently
there are various manuals and guidelines that are available to
carry out a TIS. However, the application of these manuals
and guidelines can be a complex task due to various
assumptions that are required in the preparation of a TIS. It
can therefore be difficult to know how to conduct a TIS and
on what assumptions to rely on in the preparation of a TIS. In
addition, TIS’s require specific attention to meeting
requirements of the client, various authorities and general
public and often these are competing requirements that make
the preparation of TIS’s complex. for carrying out a TIS. This
course is therefore intended to provide the delegate with
comprehensive training relating to land use development
(including aspects of SPLUMA - “The Spatial Planning and
Land Use Management Act 16 of 2013”),

Traffic engineering technical requirements and the
application thereof for preparing TIS’s whilst
considering various competing requirements.
Moreover, detailed training will be provided relating
to land use management and town planning aspects
necessary for carrying out a TIS.
This is a unique course whereby both the
theoretical aspects and practical application of both
traffic engineering and land use planning will be
presented in relation to TIS’s. Worked examples
will be presented to demonstrate the various
technical aspects as well as requiring delegates to
carry out exercises for the various aspects required
when preparing TIS’s.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
This course is designed to discuss the steps
involved in preparation and/or review of a TIS
report and include specific training on how to be
proficient in the various technical requirements for
the preparation of a TIS:
• What is a TIS, when is it needed,
• Who should conduct it,
• How to conduct it – the necessary
theoretical and practical application
covering various technical aspects
including land use planning
• How to structure the report and how to
review the report.
• The goal is to provide guidelines that
can be utilised as a model to prepare
and/or review these traffic impact
studies
WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS COURSE
Junior planners and engineers in both public and
private sectors responsible for preparation and/or
review of Traffic Impact Studies (TIS’s) for
developments. Developers as well as officials, who
are involved in site planning decision making
process, will also benefit from attending this course
as well as experienced senior engineers and
planners
Terms and conditions apply
.Register online at: http://www.sarf.org.za
SARF Contact: Sybul/Tshidi
Tel: 011 394 9025 / 1459
E-mail: sybul@sarf.org.za / tshidi@sarf.org.za
For more information please visit: Traffic Impact
Studies International 11-13 April 2022 - South
African Road Federation - SARF

